
USB DJ IN A BOX

Complete USB DJ SYSTEM

Availability: Feb 2010

Key Features

DJ System with two uSolo-e Media Player,  Flight case and               

an M-10 two channel mixer

Ultra compact Media player with large performance jog wheel

3 HOT CUE and 100 mm Pitch fader for precise control

BPM Counter and TAP BPM

Plays MP3 in real time with an access time of 3 seconds after plug 

your pen drive

Compatible with mass storage device up to 250 Gb

Seamless looping for creating and integrating loops

Single,continuous, and programmable playback

Compact,Versatile mixer with 4 input channels,

mic input, and main and headphones output

installed in the flight case out of the box

DIMENSIONS  TBA (W) x TBA (D) x TBA(H) mm

WEIGHT  TBA kg 

ALL YOU NEED: 2 USB Media player + Mixer + Flight case

USB DJ IN A BOX is a complete DJ setup with two uSolo-e Media player, a mixer, 
and a rugged Flight case.

No more CDs, no more vinyls , bring Thousand of songs in MP3 format in a simple 
USB thumb drive. uSolo-e media players accepts USB mass storage device up to 
250 Gb, and the navigation is possible thru 999 folders of 999 files.
ID3 tags and artist info are available easily, thanks for the Nagivation Encoder.
Each USB media player has large jog wheel for comfortable performance.
The 100 mm pitch fader will give you precise control, and the BPM counter will 
make your mix a piece of cake.

The access time to the songs are incredible, plug your USB pen drive, and in less 
than 3 seconds , play your tracks, without creating any data base, Simple , easy , 
and super fast to use.

USB DJ IN A BOX features seamless looping for creating and integrating loops in 
instant remixes.
USB DJ IN A BOX features 3 HOT CUE, to drum any part of the song in real time.
Its M-10 two-channel mixer has all the essentials, such as 4 input channels, 3 band 
EQ per channel, main and headphones output, mic input,smooth faders and FADER 
START Function. The Level meter will give all the info you need about the level of 
each deck and the master output .

Whether you are an experienced veteran switching from vinyl or CD, or starting out, 
USB DJ IN A BOX gives you everything you need to rock the house.
Out of the box, all the elements are already installed in the flight case.
just plug and play.USB DJ IN A BOX,Only from DJ-Tech
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